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Abstract. Image analysis methods for estimating size of object fea-
tures extract pixel-based measurements, after object segmentation, then
convert these to an estimate of actual size; e.g. segmentation of a cell
in a randomly located 2-D cross-sectional image, counting no. of pix-
els on the cell boundary, and converting to an estimate of cell surface
area using geometrical formulae. Stereology takes a quite different ap-
proach to estimating higher dimensional properties of an object, by using
a randomly orientated 2-D specimen section or 2-D projection of a 3-D
object. Geometrical properties and sampling theory enable inference of
3-D properties; e.g. feature length is estimated by counting intersections
with a randomly superimposed test grid with fixed known spacing. This
work compares these two approaches for image feature length estimation,
using a simulation study. We generate binary straight line structures and
planar curves of known size and compare results from several different
estimators of feature length, including a novel estimator which weights
pixel count by estimating local curve orientation.

1 Motivation

A main aim of image analysis is to extract quantitative information, such as
feature size. Often this involves curve length estimation, e.g. length of fungal
hyphae viewed under a microscope, or perimeter length of an object in an image,
or estimation of area. For example in Figure 1(a), a microscope mycelial image,
simple measures such as branch lengths and overall structure size are of interest
as well as spatial distribution of the fungus. Equally, three-dimensional proper-
ties may be of interest, such as object volume or surface area, either inferred
from two-dimensional measurements, or estimated directly. The microscope cell
image in Figure 1(b) shows a stained histological section of mouse mammary
tissue, representing proliferating cells (smaller blue cells), apoptotic cells (larger
brown cells), milk sacs (lightest, irregular areas) and other types of tissue (darker
background). As well as cell counts, aspects of interest to the experimental sci-
entists include estimation of the surface area and volume of the milk sacs from
such two-dimensional images.
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For real images true feature size is not known and the most feasible means
of comparing possible estimators is via a simulation study, which allows assess-
ment of the error of estimation since true feature length is known. In this paper,
we compare estimators of feature length, using a small-scale simulation-based
comparison of pixel-based methods, both well-known estimators and some sim-
ple variations on these, described in Section 2. We also consider stereological
methods as they offer an alternative statistical approach to feature measure-
ment which has the advantage of allowing direct estimation of three-dimensional
properties. Stereological estimation is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the simulation study, Section 5 shows some results and Section 6 presents some
conclusions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) A grey-scale mycelial image; (b) A stained colour cell image of mouse
mammary tissue

2 Image Analysis Approach

In practice an image is usually represented in digitized form. Most length esti-
mators are based on either pixel counts or properties of the chain-code represen-
tation of a digital line or curve.

2.1 Pixel-based Length Estimators

A rough estimate of length simply counts no. of pixels. In general this is not
unbiased for length of the underlying smooth curve, and pixel count differs for
8-connected and 4-connected lines. Glasbey and Horgan [6], Ch. 6, show that, if
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all orientations of a line are equally likely, length is estimated unbiasedly by N8
0.900

or N4
1.273 , where N8 and N4 are no. of pixels in an 8-connected and 4-connected

line respectively. A third simple estimator measures distance between diagonally
adjacent pixels as

√
2. The no. of diagonal links is N4 − N8, the remaining

N8 − (N4 − N8) links in an 8-connected boundary are one pixel unit long,
so total length is N8 − (N4 − N8) +

√
2(N4 − N8) = 0.414N4 + 0.586N8.

For equally likely orientations, expected number of diagonally adjacent pixels is
1.055, which could again be used as a correcting factor. This third estimator has
lower variance.

2.2 Chain-code Estimators

A digitized representation of a continuous line is often stored compactly as a
chain-code string. Different continuous lines may have the same digitized rep-
resentation and hence the same chain-code. From an initial pixel location, the
digital line is represented as a series of moves in different directions. A chain-
code labels the links between every pair of pixels (see Fig. 2). An 8-connected
chain-code string consists of even chain-code elements (horizontal and vertical
links) and odd elements (diagonal links). Corner counts are movements from odd
to even or even to odd chain-codes (Fig. 2 (c)). Different chain-codes can have
the same no. of even, odd and corner chain codes, denoted as ne, no and nc
respectively, and hence the same value of a length estimator.
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Fig. 2. (a) Chain-codes for moves in a 4-connected neighbourhood, from an initial pixel
x; (b) The Freeman [5] chain-code scheme for the 8-connected case; (c) Possible corner
count moves for a digitized line with slope in the first quadrant. We count no. of times
a horizontal/vertical link is followed by a diagonal one, or vice versa

Table 1 summarises various estimators which are a linear combination of
these parameters, i.e. L = ane + bno + cnc. The simplest is total no. of chain-
code elements (links) n along an 8-connected contour, though this is biased for
long straight line segments (Dorst and Smeulders [3]). Dividing by 0.900 makes
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Table 1. Summary of various estimators examined

Coefficients Literature RDEV
a b c (×100)

Estimator

links 1 1 0 16

links
0.900

1.1107 1.1107 0 11

Freeman 1
√
2 = 1.414 0 6.6

Kulpa 0.9481 1.343 0 2.6

Corner count 0.980 1.406 -0.091 0.8

it unbiased and approximately equal to N8
0.900 . Freeman [4] counted even links

as length 1 and odd ones as length
√
2, to give exact length of the digital arc.

This is biased (too large), though commonly used. To reduce bias, Kulpa [8]
found the coefficients to minimise expected error for long line segments. If cor-
ners are treated distinctly, the corner count estimator (Vossepoel and Smeulders
[9]) minimises mean square error for all long straight strings (with n = 1000),
and is asymptotically unbiased. It has the lowest asymptotic root mean square
deviation (RDEV) of these estimators.

3 Stereological Approach

Stereological methods mathematically relate 3-D parameters defining a struc-
ture (such as rock, metals or living tissues) to lower dimensional measurements
from sections through the structure. For example, microscope slides of thin slices
through tissue may contain information about number of cells, capillary length,
area of membranes, or volume of different tissue types. Simple stereological rela-
tionships between these lower and higher dimensional quantities, when used with
suitable sampling techniques, give very efficient and accurate measurements.
Probes (points, lines, planes or volumes) are placed randomly on the sectioned
feature and intersections counted. Random sampling ensures unbiased estima-
tion (Howard and Reed [7]).

To estimate planar curve length this approach counts intersections between
the curve and a line grid (Buffon [2]; Baddeley [1]). Consider a needle of length
l tossed ‘at random’ onto a floor of planks separated by straight line edges a
constant perpendicular distance h apart, where h ≥ l (Fig. 3). Needle position is
given by the coordinates (x,y) of a reference point on the needle (one end, say),
and the orientation angle θ of the needle. Buffon [2] showed that the probability
p of crossing the planks is 2l

hπ , if all directions θ are equally likely.
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Fig. 3. A needle of length l with reference point (x,y) is dropped at random orientation
θ onto a grid of equal spacing h; it may or may not intersect an edge or grid line

If an irregular planar curve of length l is placed at random many times on the
same equally spaced lines, the average no. of intersections, N, can be obtained
as follows. Divide the curve into nearly straight short segments of length ∆l
(∆l ≤ h). Each segment takes random position as the curve as a whole does, so
the probability that any one segment intersects the array is p1 = 2∆l

hπ . Hence the
expected no. of intersections is N = p1.

l
∆l =

2l
hπ , so l = Nhπ2 , and l̂ = Nhπ2

from a single random placement of the curve gives an unbiased estimator of l
(Howard and Reed [7], pp. 35-36). In practice the spacing h is taken such that
h < l, where l is length of the complete line or curve rather than length of a
sub-segment or needle (which can be arbitrarily short). Complete coincidence of
a straight line feature with a grid line is defined to give one intersection.

4 Simulation Study

We consider both straight lines and planar curves. Straight line features are gen-
erated with start point (1,1) at random angle θ ∈ [0, π/2] to the horizontal. The
line is taken to extend the length of the image plane and a digitized 8-connected
version produced. The true length of the underlying smooth line is calculated
using Euclidean distance between the (real) end points. We also generate ran-
dom quartic polynomial curves. The turning points and endpoints are generated
randomly in the continuous plane and the coefficients of the interpolating quartic
are found. A digitised 8-connected version is then generated. True curve length
is computed using numerical approximation of arc length.

The true lengths are used to assess estimator performance over 100 simula-
tions for various sizes of image. For each estimator, the following performance
measures were used: Minimum, Maximum and Median Absolute Deviation (Min
AD, Max AD, and MAD), as well as number of times the estimator is larger
(NG) and smaller (NS) than actual length (to give an idea of bias; we cannot
assess bias directly in this case as the actual feature length varies between sim-
ulations). As estimators, we consider N8, no. of links N8-1, the scaled N8/0.900
and links/0.900, and the Freeman, Kulpa and corner count methods as well as
a stereological estimator.

Here the stereological approach uses a grid of infinitely long, equally spaced
parallel lines in the plane, placed at random angle θ ∈ [0, π] to the horizontal,
and such that a reference point on one line is randomly positioned in the plane.
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Given a fixed line spacing to be chosen, the position of all lines in the grid is
then fixed, and the number of intersections (if any) of these with the continuous
feature is found. Various spacings are used. Unbiased estimation uses the cor-
responding perpendicular spacing between lines. With a curved image feature,
multiple crossings of a single grid line are possible, and with random walk curves
the curve can cross itself at a point of intersection with the grid. We avoid this
problem here by using polynomial curves. Averaging the results from several dif-
ferent grid angles reduces variability; we averaged results from 10 different angles
systematically sampled over the range [0, π], i.e. the first angle is drawn from a
Uniform distribution over [0, int] where int is the sampling interval π/10.0, and
subsequent angles increment each time by int.

4.1 Angle-based Estimators

Our other pixel-based methods use estimates of line orientation. Visualizing a
line segment of length l and at angle θ, the digitized 8-connected version of Fig.
4(a) has pixels representing no. of columns (Fig. 5), links represent horizontal
distance x, and from Fig. 4(a) l = x

cos θ . The digitized version of Fig. 4(b) has
pixels representing no. of rows (Fig. 5), links represent vertical distance y and
l = y

sin θ . Hence we take links
f(θ) , where f(θ) = cos(θ) if 0 ≤ θ ≤ π

4 and sin θ
for θ ∈ (π4 ,

π
2 ], where θ is overall angle of the line. These are only applicable for

straight lines. Similarly, we can also compute orientation θ locally at each pixel

Fig. 4. Visualizing a line segment of length l at angle θ to the horizontal, the digitized
version of (a) has pixels representing no. of columns, while the digitized version of (b)
has pixels representing no. of rows

using only a neighbourhood containing one pixel back and one pixel ahead, and
add to the estimate 1

cos θ if θ ∈ [0, π4 ] or
1

sin θ if θ ∈ (π4 ,
π
2 ]. However this gives

too large an answer (c.f. counting pixels rather than links for a horizontal or
vertical line; Figs. 5(i) and 5(v)), so we subtract the average of the contributions
from the first and last pixels. The local neighbourhood can be enlarged to use
m pixels back and ahead. The window size m will affect both bias and variance
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θ  =  0 0 < θ  < π/4 θ  = π/4 π/4 < θ < π/2 θ = π/2(ii) (iii) (iv)   (i) (v)

Fig. 5. Digitized representations of line segments at angle θ to the horizontal

of the estimator. Optimal size of m will depend on extent of feature curvature.
This approach can be applied for straight lines or curves.

5 Results

Table 2 shows selected results for the straight lines comparison. Results for the
methods using either N8 or no. of links were in each case similar; the best results
are shown. N8 and N8-1 underestimate, and are highly variable and inaccurate.
Rescaling removes bias and reduces variance, but accuracy is still poor. The
Freeman method overestimates but otherwise is superior; Kulpa is noticeably
better again and approximately unbiased, and the corner count method better
still. However the simple orientation estimators N8/f(θ) and links/f(θ) are very
accurate indeed and have low variability, though the former overestimates. The
local methods also overestimate but lie between the Kulpa and corner count
methods. Corner count is better but not as good as the simple links/f(θ) which
has very low error. The stereological method can be accurate but typically is
poor. Averaging the results from several different grid angles improves the results
both in terms of MAD and variabilty (as judged by Max AD) but the method
is still poorest.

6 Conclusions

From this small-scale comparison of pixel-based and stereological estimators of
length, so far stereological estimators appear rather poor in comparison to the
pixel-based methods. Of the latter, links/f(θ) and the corner-count methods are
best for straight lines. Using local angles is more useful, and global angles less
useful, for curves rather than straight lines, as the angle varies more. Further
work is considering digital implementation of stereological estimation rather than
using it in the continuous plane. We are also extending this study to projections
of 3-D structures.
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